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(presented by the Commission) EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
A.  Background to proposal 
The Dublin European Council on 13:-14  Decembe'r 1996 underlined its determination to 
fight  against  organised  crime  and  stressed  the  need  for .  a  coherent  and  coordinated 
approach by the European Union.  Accordingly, it decided to set up a High Level Group 
responsible  for  formulating  a  comprehensi~e · action  plan  containing  specific 
recommendations,  including  realistic  timetables  for  carrying out the  work.  The  High 
Level Group has met six times.  Its findings arc set out in  a rcp(irt containing Jj political 
guidelines and  30 specific recommendations, together with a  proposed  timetable and  an . 
indication of  where the responsi hi I  ity lex i  niplcmcnti ng each .recommendation w6uld I  ic. 
At  amee~ing in  Luxembourgori 28  April  1997, the Council (Justice and Home Affairs) 
endorsed the approach of the  High  Level  Group's report1 and  requested  the European 
Council .  to  adopt  in  particular  the  recommendations  in  Part II  as  its  own  political 
guidelines. 
'  .  I 
The Amsterdam European Council on  16  and  17 June  1997 welcomed the  action plan 
drawn up. by the  High Level  Group on  organised· crime  in  pursuance of the' mandate 
entrusted to it by the Heads of State or Government at the meeting in Dublin.  It adopted 
the political guidelines presented for its approval and requested the Council to adopt the 
measures needed to implement the pian, monitor its execution and report to the European 
Council iri June 199.8.  The European Council particularly welcomed the comprehensive 
approach.  in  the  action  plan,  which  gave··  equal  weight  to  both  prevention  and 
enforcement~ stressed  the  search'  for  the  right  balance  between  the  approximation  or 
harmonisation  of legislation,_ practical  cooperation  between judicial  and  policl!  bodies 
responsible for the application of laws and  the  importance of close cooperation hctween 
· the Uniori'.s main partners, e~pecially with the applicant countries. 
Recommendation ~o 11  of the action plari requests the Council; to  adopt "a joint action 
establishing  a  specific  multi-annual  programme to  combat organised  crime,  including 
· fraud affectingthe financial interests oftP.e Communities, permitting specific actions in  ·· 
th,e .fields of training for  key  play~rs responsibh! for ·preventive policies, .exchanges of)· 
information, research, and ot_her. forms· of  improving skills and operational ~ethods." 
The _proposal for joi~t-action is the product of a concerted initiative by the Luxembourg 
Presidency  of. the  Council and  by  the  Commission  rapidly  to  provide· a  financial 
instrument to facilitate the implementation of several or'the·key recommendations ofth~- · 
; action plan to combat organised cime.  ,  . 
OJ c  251, 15.8.1997. 
- 2-B.  Scope ofproposal 
The joint action to implement the multi-annual Falcone plan has a twof()ld purpose: 
'· 
it  seeks to  provide  financial  support where  necessary  for  the  implementation of· 
several of the  recommendations  in  the  action  plan  to  combat ·organised  crime.  Rapid-
implementation of the  Falcone  programme  is  vital  for  carrying  out  the  undertakings 
(regarding substance and timetable) set out in  the report of  the lligh Level Group adopted 
by the European Council in Amsterdam. 
in  addition,  it  seeks  to  place  cooperation  between  authorities  responsible  for 
·combating organised crime in a multi-annual perspective.  This is essential if there is to 
be  real  follow-up  to  the  action plan and  the  measures  involving  the  European Union 
continuing beyond the timetable fixed for it. 
This programme aims to meet the above objectives by supporting measures to encourage 
cooperation between the bodies  responsible  for  action  against  organised  crime.  It is 
based  on  an  annual  programme  adopted  by  the  Management  Committee,  which  will 
select projects applying the most open and  strict criteria with the assistance of experts, 
who will  assist the Commission, where necessary, to  prepare technical  background and 
formulate proposa!s for consistent programmes. 
In preparing this proposal the Commission was mindful of the other programmes under 
Title  VI  of the  Treaty  on  European  Union  (Oisin  for  cooperation  between  law 
enforcement authorities, Orotius for judicial cooperation, and STOP for combating trade 
in human beings and the sexual exploitation of children).  It nevertheless considered it 
preferable  to  propose  a  programme  entirely  devoted  to  combating  this  particular 
phenomenon within the scope of the action plan approved by the European Council, and 
reflecting the guidelines  used to determine whether a criminal  group comes 'under the 
heading of organised crime for  the annual  report on  organised crime  in  the  European 
Union  .. This approach seeks to ensure greater consistency between the various measures 
concerned, which will in future come under a common framework. 
The  committee  procedures set  out  in  this  proposal  are  along  the  same  lines  as  those 
adopted for  other programmes  under Title  VI.  In  view of the  close ties  between the 
objectives  of the  Falcone  programme  and  implementation  of the  action  plan,  the. 
Member States  might  wish  to include  among  their  representatives  on  the  committee 
provided for under Article 11  of  the proposal  the national appointees who are involved in 
or participate in the multidisciplinary group on crime set by decision of the Permanent 
Representatives Committee on 10 July 1997 and are entrusted with the implementation of 
the action plan.  · · 
The Commission has  also  sought to  give the  Falcone  programme a  multi-disciplinary 
approach, stressing both prevention and enforcement, which would at the same time have 
an impact on political guidelines, the legislative process and operational cooperation. 
The  Commission's  role  in  implementing  the  Falcone  programme  should. also  be 
considered in the light of the new powers conferred on it in this area by the Amsterdam 
Treaty: 
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J· C.  Commentary on individual articles 
Article 1 · 
The Article defines the objective and scope of the programme, the target populfttion and 
categories of operations.  It  provides for Community financing.  The- attached. financial 
statement calis for an aggregate budget of ECU  I  0 million. 
Initially  the  programme . will  cover  five  years  and  is  intended  to  facilitate  the 
· implementation and monitoring ofthe action plan to combat organised crime adopted by 
the Amsterdam European Council.  To make sure the plan is not confined to enforcement 
alone, the  list of responsible authorities also includes those- responsible for  sup~rvising 
financial establishments and public procurement, those responsible for combating fraud 
, and  corruption:  and  representatives  of certain  professiona_I  circles.  This  in  particular 
reflects  the  wording  in  recommendation  II  of the  action  plan  con~emiJ;Ig the  multi-
annual programme, which targets the key players responsible for preventive policies(see 
also  recommendation  6  on  a  comprehensive  policy · against  corruption,  'and 
recommendation  12  on  m~asures to  shield  certain  vulnerable  professions  from  the 
influence of  organised crime).  In  the categories of measures, stress is placed on training, 
courses, meetings and seminars which could be  targeted at one or several  categories of 
those responsible.  To avoid overlapping, it specifies that a given measure financed under 
the  Falcone  programm~ precludes cumulative financing  from  other programmes_ under 
Title VI  of the European Union Treaty and from  other Community programmes, apart 
. from  Community programmes specifically aimed at supporting the  effort's of applicant .  '  .  . 
countries preparing for accession.  The Commission will also make sure that the sources. 
of financing provided for  in  certain Community programmes are mobilised for specific 
projects associated with the acti?l) plan in a complementary and coordinated way: . 
Article 2 
The  Article  specifies  the  types  of projects  relating  to  training  measures.  It  concerns 
improvement of  mutual knowledge of rules, procedures and practices specific to the tight 
'against organised crime, and preparation of  teaching modules for further training.'.  -
Article 3 
The  Articl~ .first· stipulates  that  the  programme  could  also  co-finance  coordinated  •\;, 
. operational activities involving several Member States and one or several categories .of:·">'-
_authorities (e.g. cusLtoms,  po)ice, judges), including aspects concerning their preparation 
and the temporary secoQ_dment of experts to specific projects.  This provision could help 
to improve skills and operational methods, which is one of  the specific object_ives defined 
in  recommendation 11.  The  general  objective ·is  to  target pilot  projects  of special 
importance  in the  context of combating  organised crime.  ·Second,  in- the  cont~xt of 
implementing the  m~tual evaluation procedure of national proviskins relating to the light 
against. organised crime. provided  for  in  th~ acti'ori  plan  to  combat  organised /crime 
(recommendation-1.5) the article provides for the specific expert missions. 
- 4-Article 4 
The Article describes the types of visits, courses and exchanges that could be digiblc for 
the  Falcone programme.  In  addition to  the  organisation of visits  and  courses  held· ih 
specialised  public  bodies,  it  is  proposed  to  allow co-financing  of seminars  covenng 
specific aspects of  organised crime. 
Article 5 
The Article allows for feasibility studies and research.  Several recommendations in the 
action plan to combat organised crime call  for  specific studies (e.g.  recommendation 5, 
study  on  high  technology  crime;  recommendation  12,  study  of measures  to  protect ' 
vulnerable  professions;  recommendation  26,  study  on  money-laundering  and· 
confiscation)  or  which  need  studies  hef't>re  they  can  be  implemented  (e.g. 
recommendation  7,  public  procurement;  general  recommendation  18).  This  is  why 
Article 5 envisages studies concerning: 
comparison and assessment of instruments directly or indirectly applicable to  the 
. fight against organised crime to identify possibilities for the definition ofcommon 
policies; 
new legislative measures (see recomm.endation 17); 
feasibility of  operational pilot projects. 
Article 6 
The Article specifics the projects for the transn1ission of information to those responsible 
for combating organised crime.  Primarily these arc projects to  help set up  network~ of 
contact points pursuant to recommendations 2,  19 , 20 and 21-but excluding financing of 
the operating and management costs of networks.  The networks concerned include the 
network which could be estabiished on the basis of the directory of specialised skills in 
the fight against organised crime against organised crime managed by the Europol· Drugs 
Unit2 and the one involved in the establishment of  aj.udicial contact network. 
In addition, feasibility studies and databases and/or electronic data networks containing 
legislation and legal precedents.are some of  the prerequisite for the creation of  these tools 
to improve practitioners knowledge. 
Lastly,  projects  involving  the  dissemination  of information  concernmg  training  imd 
operational  activities,  exchange  programmes,  courses,  and  more  generally;  feasibility 
studies and  resea~ch carried out in the context of  this programme may be considered. 
2  OJ L 342,31.12.1996. 
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Article 7 
Since the underlying principle of this programme is that the operations must benefit the· 
European· Union,  they  must  be  multilateral,  in  other  words .involve  more  than  one 
Member State.  One of the selection criteria stipulates that the various projects must be 
complementary, and the results obtained must help to reinforce cooperation between the 
Member States  (in  particular give  rise  to  the  possibility of adopting  new  ins.tr~ments 
under  Title  VI  of the  Treaty).  Article  7  also  provides  for  those  responsible  in  the 
applicant countries to participate in specific projects so as  to  familiarise them with the 
European Union acquis in this area and to help them prepare  f~r accession  wher~ this is 
of benefit  to  the  projects.  This  possibility  is  also  open  to  participants. trom  other 
~on-member countries.  This  provision  is  all  the  more  important since the action plan 
specifically  provides  for  the  rein li.)n;ement  of cooperation  with  applicant countries of 
'  .  . 
.central and eastern Europe (general recommendatiQI1  J  and specific recommendation 27 
on money-laundering) m1d  with other non-member countries (recomm'endation 4). 
In  the  case of projects  concerning  organised .crime  targeted  at  applicant countries  of 
central and eastern Europe,  support should be  examined in  the  specific context of the 
horizontal justice and home affairs programme set up under the Phare programme. 
Article 8 
The Article co11tains  the usual  provisions for  follow-up and financial  monitoring by  the· · 
Commission and the Court of  Auditors. 
Article 9 
· The Artick·sets out the  g~neral framework  for financing under the Community budget.  .. 
Paragraph 2 sets an overall ceiling establishing the principle of a contribution Iower·than-
that·allocated for the national authorities .. 
Paragraph 4 establishes the principle of restrictions applicable .to; certain cost categories, 
thus emphasising the operational and non-administrative-nature of  the heading.  Provision 
is made for a degree of  flexibility to respond to sp~cial circumstances. 
NB  Articles  10  to  15  are· along ·the  same lines as  the  corresponding  artiCles  in .the 
. Grotius; Stop-and Oisiri programmes, which have been agreed by tl)e.Member,States apd. 
are already operationaL 
Article 10 ··. 
·The Article defines the Commission's responsibiJity. for  management and monitoring of 
programmes, especially. the formulation of annual. programmes.  When fonnulating the 
aimual  p~ogrammes  the  . Commission  will ..  examine  the .. applications  from.  the 
Member States and its own proposals.  The suggestions wiH  be taken into acc~unt in  the 
- 6-light of the priorities in the first article and their innovative dimension and consistency 
with the armual programme as a whole.  To ohtain the necessary technical support for the 
. examination, the  Commission will  wherever necessary lake the advice o[" experts  in  the 
areas covered hy this programme. 
Article 11 
In the case of measures based on a Title VI  instrument, an original committee procedure 
has  been  introduced.  It  allows  the  Commission to  play  its  role  to  the  full,  since  i.t 
involves  Community financing,  while  0bserving  Title  VI  decision-making  procedures 
with safeguards for the Member States. 
Article 12 
Depending  on  the  cost of a  project,  two  different  mechanisms  come  into  play,  thus 
allowing maximum flexibility apd the rapid implementation of more modest projects as 
regards financing. 
Articl~ 13 
The Article sets out the usual rules of procedure which apply in the context of operations-
financed out of  the Community budget. 
Article 14 
Assessment of the programme as  a whole  is  extremely important and  ~he Commission 
sets great store by it as  was specified in  the SEM ·  2000 initiative  ..  It is  essential  that 
assessment should go beyond simply ascertaining the satisfaction of participants in  the . 
activities.  The mutual evaluation procedure must be formulated ·at the same time as the 
· projects  and  inc!ude  a  means of measuring  the  impact of measures  over time  in  the 
Member·  States'  administrative  departments.  Given  the  overall  volume  cif  the 
programme's budget and an educated. cost estimate, a very thorough assessment could 
take up 5% of  the budget. 
The Article also provides for Parliament and the Co  unci I to be informed of the results of 
projects  financed  under  the  present  joint  action  and  of the  implementation  of the 
programme. 
Article 15 
The Article contains the usual provisions for the entry into force of  the joint action. 
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fl  I Proposal for a .Joint action adopted by the Council,.establishing a- programme of 
exchanges, training and cooperation for people responsible for combating organised 
crime (Falcone-programme) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
.  .  . 
Having regard to  the  Treaty  on 'European  Union,  and in  particular Article  K.3(2)  and 
Article K.8(2) thereof, 
Having regard to the Commission's proposal of .......... ;  ..... . 
Whereas the Member States regard the fight against organised crime in all its forms as a 
matter of  common interest; 
Considering the. co_nclusions of the. Amsterdam European Council in June 199'J,  which.  ~ 
adopted the action  plan  on  organised crimc3  established  by  the ·High  Level  Group,  as 
reflected in the Cot.mcil Resolution of.  ....................... fixing the priorities for cooperation 
in the field of  justice and home affairs for the period 1 Jtily 1998 to.30 June 2000,4 
Mindful of the  need  for  a coordinated  multidisciplinary approach to  the  problem  with · 
respect to prevention, enforcement, and the legislative a_nd operational aspects; .. 
Whereas  there  is  .a  need  to  focus  this  programme  on  activities  contributing  to  the· 
implementation and monitoring of  the action plan to combat organised cfime; 
Whereas the  institution of a framework  to .support  measures  designed  to  facilitate. the 
implementation .of the  action  plan,  in· particular  aCtion  to  facilitate  multidisciplinary 
me~tings and  exchanges,  research,  studies and  operational  projects  with  a  European 
·dimensi<;m for those responsible foractiori. ,against organised crime is likely to strengthen 
and facilitate  the  struggle against this phenomenon, and· reduce  such obstacles as  may. 
exist to  increased cooperation between  Mer11ber  States. in  this area,  particularly  in the 
customs, police and judicial fields; 
.  .Whereas  these  objectives  may  be  more  effectively  pursued  at  European  Union  level· 
· ·  rather than atthe level of the individual Member States, in  view of the synergy l-ikely_ to 
develop as a result of the exchange of specific experience available in the Member States 
and ofthe likely economies of scale and cumulative effects.of the intended measures; 
Whereas this joint aet1on is without prejudice Jo the  pow~rs of the Community and will 
therefore not detract from the Community measures· taken. or likely to  be taken in the 
· areas coveted by the action plan; 
Whereas,  ho~ever~·tl;le enforcement and judicial aspects affecting these areas could be  ·."P··· 
considered to .be  part of this programme when they complement Community measures,.  · ·  .... 
and -it  is therefore necessary for the implementation of the action plan to  adopLa·broad 
3  OJC251, 15.8.1997. 
4  OJ  ·; 
. - 8-approach  to  the  phenomenon  of organised  cnme,  including  economic  cnme,  fraud, 
corruption and money-laundering; 
Whereas  this  joint action  must  not  overlap  with  other Title  VI  programmes;  and  the 
annual priorities for these programmes must be adjusted accordingly to exclude in  future 
operations  specificaJiy  relating  to  the  implementation  of the  action  plan  to  combat 
organised crime; 
Whereas this joint action does not affect existing procedural rules on customs, police and 
judicial cooperation; . 
Whereas  the  Presidency  has  consulted  the  European  Parliament  m  accordance  with 
Article K.6 of  the Treaty on European Union,· 
HAS ADOPTED THIS JOINT ACTION: 
Article I 
1.  A programme ("Falcone") to promote coordinated measures for those responsible 
for the fight against organised crime, to facilitate the implementation and monitoring of 
the action plan to combat organised crime, is hereby established for the period 1997 to 
2001. 
2.  For the purposes of this joint action, "persons responsible for the fight against 
organised  crime"  means  the  following  categories  of persons  inasmuch  as  they  have 
responsibilities  in  the  area concerned  under  their  national  legislation:  judges,  public 
prpsecutors,  police  and  customs  departments,  civil  servants,  public  tax  authorities, 
authorities  responsible  for  the  supervision  of  financial  establishments  and  public 
procurement,  including  the  fight  against  fraud  and  corruption,  and  representatives  of 
professional  circles  who  may  be  involv!-!d  in  the. implementation  of some. of the 
recommendations in the action plan. 
3.  The programme covers measures in the following fields: 
training; 
operational projects for cooperation in the fight against organised crime; 
programme of  courses, organisation of  meetings afi:d seminars; 
research,  specialised  studies  including  operational  feasibility  studies,  and 
assessment; 
dissemination and exchange of information;  and 
all other measures that may promote the implementation of  ~he. action plan against 
organised crime. 
-9-4,  Operations financed under this programme shall preclude ctimulutative recoirrse 
to  any other Title_  VI  programme  under  the  EU  Treaty  and  other Community 
financing  programmes,  with.  the  e~ception  of  Community  · programmes 
. specifically aimed at supporting the efforts of applicant countries  for~accession to 
the European Union. 
/)rtic/e 2 
.  . 
Subject to the provisions of Article 1  (  4 ), training projects havingthe following aims m,ay 
be eligible:  -
knowledge of  specific aspects of regulations, legislation,- procedures and practices 
relating to  the  various aspects of'the: light against organised crime referred to  in 
the action ~Ian, as regards prevention, enforcement andprosecution; 
preparation of teaching modules  for  actions  involving  training,  exchanges  and 
-training courses, conferences or seminars organised un~er this programme.  .  · 
Article 3 
For  the  purposes  of cooperation  between  the  Member  States,  coordinated  projects, 
including  aspects  relating  to  preparation  and  the  temporary  secondment  of experts 
organised by· the  categories referred  to·. in  Article  1  (2)  concerning  actions  which  may  ·. 
involve the Europol Drugs Unit, such as joint investigation and surveillance operations to 
combat various forms of  organised crime rrtay be eligible. 
Specific expert missions may be cligihle in  the  framework of' the  implementation of'  th~.: . 
mechanism for the mutual assessment of national provisions relating to the fight against 
organised  5rime covered by the action plan on organised crime. 
Artfcle 4 
For_ training courses, exchanges and the organisation of meetings and seminars, projects 
having the following aims may be eligible:  ·  .  . 
.  . .  .  .  . 
· organisation of  visits to and limited'-duration courses in public bodies which have 
been given particular responsibilities in the fight against organised crime;-
the organisation and holding of  seminars on specific aspects of-organised Ct:ime. 
Article 5 
For feasibility_ studies and research, projects having the lollowingaims may be cligihle: 
· definition of  common standards and methodology to facilitate identification of  the  .  - - . 
phenomenon and data collection; 
.  . 
- 10-scienti lie,  technical·  or comparative  resean.:h  on  speci lie  aspects  of the·  light 
against organised crime or coordination of research on the matter;  · 
comparison and assessment of instruments directly or indirectly applicable to  the · 
fight  against  organised  crime  (prevention,  enforcement  and  prosecution)  to 
identify the  possibilities for  a definition of common policies and measures for 
convergence or harmonisation which could constitute a long-term objective of  the 
Union; 
comparison and assessment of methods used in  the  fight against organised crime 
by· operational departments (police, customs, judiciary) to identify the  resources 
to be improved and;,, where applicable, to coordinate the methods-in  question.~ 
Ar.ticte-6 
For· dissemination and exchange of information, projects having- the. following aims may· 
be: eligible: 
assistance in ·setting up networks of contact points to facilitate the dissemination 
of. information and cooperation procedures between the. departments concerned 
(data collection and analysis-system, enforcement and judicial services,· integrated 
multidisciplinary: teams);  · 
aid  for  the  development ·of databases  or  electronic  data  networks  containing 
legislation  and  case-law  on  the  fight  against  organised _crime  facilitati!'g  the 
action of  the· responsible persons referred to: in Article· 1  (2); 
dissemination of information on the operations referred to in Articles 2, 4 and 5 . 
and, where appropriate, operations under. Article 3. 
Article 7· 
L  Projects receiving. Community financing must be of  European interest and invo[ve 
more than one Member State. 
2~  Those. responsible for projects. may be public or private organisations, including, 
in particular, research institutes.  ·· 
3..  The projects to be financed shall be subject to a procedure taking into account in 
particular: .. 
compatibility of topics covered with work undertaken or provided for in 
Councilmultiannual Gustice and home affairs) cooperation programmes;. 
input towards the framing· or implementation, of  instruments provided· for 
in Title Vlofthe Treaty; 
mutual compl·ementarity between va,@.Ous projects; 
""" 
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.' '  .  .. 
number and nature_of the services or categories ·of professions targeted; 
_quality of  the/ institution respo~sible; 
degree of  preparation of the participants; 
scope for drawing on results achieved in  order to  reinforce cooperation 
between Member States.  .  . 
4.  The 'projects rriay  involve those responsible in  applicant countries with a view to 
familiarisingthelJlwith the Europcim Union acquis in  this field and to help them prepare 
for accession, or in other hon:-membcr countries where· it serves the aims o(thc projects.  - .  .  .,  .  '  .  .  ;  .  \ 
Article 8 
.  .  .  . 
Financing decisions and the contracts deriving from· them shall· provide in particular. for 
. follow-up -and  fimmcial  monitoring  by the  Commission  and  audit  by  the  Court  of 
Auditors.  -
Article 9 
1.  All  types of expenditure directly attributable to implementation of a project and 
incurred during a contractually set period shall be eligible. 
2.  The r_!tie of financial support from the Community budget may no.t exceed  SO% of 
the,cost of  the project.  ·  ·  - · 
3.  Translation and interpreting expenses, data-processing costs and expenditure on 
.. dunibles or consumables shall be taken into consideration only when they constitute a 
n,ecessaty support  for  carrying out the  measure  and  may  be  financed  only  up 'to a 
maximum of 50% of the subsidy, or 80% where the very nature of the project makes it 
· indispensable.- ·  · 
4.  · Expenditure relating to public premises and equipment and to remuneration ()f 
officials of Staie or public bodies may be taken into consideration only in so  far  as  it 
concerns uses and tasks not linked with a national  purpos~ or function but specifically 
connected ~ith implementation ofthe project. 
·Article 10  t.' 
1.  The Co,mmission shall be responsible for implementing the measures provided for-
. in this joint action and shall adopt the detailed procedures for applying it, including the 
~ligibility criteria for costs. 
2.  It shall  draw  up  eacl).  year,  }Vith ·the  assistance  of experts  from  the  relevant  . 
. . professional circles, the draft annual programme implementing-this joint action in terms 
- 12-ofthe thematic priorities and the distribution of available appropriations between  fields 
of  activity. 
3.  It 'shall  undertake  each _year:  an  assessment of the  measures  implementing  the 
programme for the previous year. 
Article II 
1..  The  Commission . shall  be·  assisted  by  a  Committee . consisting  or .  one 
representati've from each Member State and· chaired-by the Commissl(~n. 
·2.  _  The< Commission  shall submit  to  the  Committee  the  draft  annual  programme 
referred to in Article 1  0(2), including_ proposals for implementing rules and for project··. 
assessment.  The  opinion  shall  be  delivered· by  the  Committee,  acting  unanimously, 
within a period of  two months.  This period may be reduced by the Chairman for reasons 
ofurgency  .. The Chairman shall not vote. 
If  a favourable opinion is not delivered within the time limit, the Commission shall either 
withdraw its proposal or submit a  proposal to the Council, which shall take a decision 
unanimously within two months. 
·Article 12 
1.  Projects tor which  financing  is  requested shall  be submitted to  the Commission 
for  scrutiny within a time limit to he determined  in  the annual  programme referred to 
Article 10(2). 
· 2.  __  ·.The· Commission shall  yxamine  the  projects  that  are  submitted  to  it  with  the 
assistance of  the experts referred to in Article 1  0(2). 
3.  ·  Where the financing requested is less than ECU 50 000, the representative ofthe 
Com'mission shall  submit a-draft to  the Committee referred  to  in  Article  11(1).  The. 
Co~mittee,  acting  by  the. majority  provided  for  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
Article K.4(3) of the Treaty,  shall deliver its  opinion on  this  draft within a  time  limit 
which .  the  Chairman  may  lay  down_ according  to  the  urgency  of the  matter.  The 
Chairman shall not vote. 
The opinion shall be recorded in the minutes;  furthermore, each Member State shalF have 
the right to ask that its position be recorded in the minutes. 
The  Commission  shall  take  the  fullest  -account  of the  opinion  delivered  by  the 
·Committee. It  shall inform the Committee of  how it has done so. 
4.  Where  the  financing  requested  exceeds  ECU 50 000,  the  Commission  shall 
submit to the Committee referred to in Article 11(1) a list of  the projects submitted to it 
under the annual programme·.  The Commission shall indicate the projects it selects artd 
shall give reasons for its selection.  The Committee, acting by the majority provided for 
in the second subparagraph of  Article K4(3) of  the Treaty, shall deliver its opinion on the 
various  projects within  a  period of two  months.  The Chairman  shall  not vote.  If a 
- 13-favo~rable opinion is  not delivered within the time  limit,  the  Commission shall  either 
withdraw  the  project(s)  concerned  or- submit  it  (them),· with  ~ny opinion  from. the 
Committee to  the  Council  which,  acting  by- the  majority  provided  for  in  the  second 
subparagniph of  Article K.4(3) of  the Treaty, shall take a decision within two months. 
Article 13 
1.  .  · Measures incorporated in  the programme and financed by  the general  budg~t of 
the .European Communities sh~ll be managed by the Commission in confoimity with the 
Financial Regulation  of 21  December 1977  applicable  t~ the  general bu~get of the 
European Commtinities.s · 
2.  Wh~n presenting  the  financing  proposals  referred  to·  in  Article  12  and  the 
assessment  provided  for  by  Article  .1 0, ·  ~he  Commission  shall take.  account  of the 
. principles  of sound  financi~l  management  and  in  particular  of economy.- and  cost-
effectiveness as req.ui~ed by Article 2 of the Financial Regulation. 
1 
• 
Article 14 
.  .  . 
1.  The Commission is required  t~ organise ari  evaluation programme carried out by 
neutral experts outside the programme. 
2.  .  Each  year  the  Commissiqn  shall  report  on the  operations  undertaken  and  the 
evaluation to be sent to the European Parliament and the CounciL  The report shall be 
presented at the end of the year in. which a:ll  the operations. relating to  the .first· year of 
. operation are accomplished.  ·  · 
ArtiCle 15 
This joint action shalL enter i~to force on th.e day of  i~s adoption. 
It shall he applicable for a period of  five years, at the: end of~hich it may be extended .. 
It shall be published in the Official JournaL 
Don~  at Brussels,·  .......  ~'-············  -.  for-the Council 
__  The President 
·~. 
·~  -
- 's  ·  OJ  L  356,  31.12.1977,  p.l;  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EC,  Euratom,  ECSC)  No  2335/95 
(OJ L 240, 7. iO.I995, p.12). 
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. Item B 5-800  Cooperation in the fields ofjustice and home atTairs. 
1.. TITLE OF OPERATION 
Joint action establishing a  programme of exchanges, training and cooperation for 
persons responsible for action to combat organised crime (Falcone). 
2.  BUDGET HEADING INVOLVED 
BS-800  Joint actions in the context of cooperation in the fields of  justice and home. 
affairs. 
3.  LEGAL BASIS 
Article K.3(2) ofthe treaty on European Union. 
·4.  DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 
4.1  General objective· 
In  the  framework  of coqperation  provided  for  in  Title  VI·  of the  Treaty  on 
European Union  in  the  fields of judicial and  police cooperation with  a  view  to 
prevention and combating terrorism, drug trafficking and other forms of serious 
international crime, the Dublin  European Council on  13  and  14  December 1996 
underlined its determination to fight against organised crime and stressed the rieed 
for a coherent and coordinated approach by the European Union.  Accordingly it 
decided to  set. up a High Level Group to  draw up a comprehensive action plan 
containing specific recommendations, including realistic timetables for carrying 
out the work.  The High Level Group has met six times.  ·Its fin4_ings  have been 
set  out in  a  report  which  was  approved  by the  European  Council  meeting  in 
Amsterdam  on  16  and  17  June  1997.  · The  European  CounCil  in  particular 
requested the Council to  adopt the measures necessary to implement the action 
plan. 
Recommendation No  11  of the action plan requests the C()uncil to adopt "a jriint 
action establishing a specific multi-annual programme to combat organised crime, 
including fraud  affecting the  financial  interests of the  Communities, permitting 
specific actions in the fields of training for key players responsible for preventive 
- 15-
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',· .policies, exchanges of information, research, and other forms of improving skills 
and operational methods."  . 
The  general' objective  of·H1e  <J.cti(ltl  plan,  through  multi-annual  programming, 
being to extend cooperation between persons responsible for.combating organised 
crime, is  first and foremost to  implement certain recqmmendation; in  the action· 
plan, to follow-up these recommendations, rationalise .measures by coordinating· 
them. on  the  basis  of clear  priorities,  and" ensure  lasting  results  by  adopting  a 
long-term  approach.  In addition,  with  re.spect to  the  applicant  countries~it is 
important  to  enable  their  responsible  bod.ics  td  bcn'clit  from  the  cooperation· ·· 
instruments which will  allow them .to  integrate the  Union  acquis better and to 
reach the same .standards in the areas covered by the programme. 
4.2  Period covered. 
The programme will cover five years _starting inJ  997. 
5  ..  CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURE 
5.1  Non-compulsory ~xpenditure 
5.2  Differentiated appropriations 
. 6.  TYPE OF EXPENDITURE 
Subsidy (up to a maximum of80%) for joint financing with other sources in the 
public and/or private sector.  ·  - · 
7.  FINANCIAL-IMPACT 
.  .  ' 
NB  In view of the ,nature of the decision-:making process (preparation .of an 
annual programme by a  special committee) the amounts given,· the timetable 
and breakd.own of the components of the plan 'are given hy way of information 
. ·only.:  ·  ' 
7.1 • Method of calculating total cost of operation 
Subsidies will be granted in respect of  measures in-the' following fields: 
. - 16 -. 
. i 
·.I multi-disciplinary·trainin,g; 
operational projects for cooperation in the fight against organised crime; 
programme  of  multi-disciplinary  courses,  organisation  of,. multi-disciplinary 
meetings and seminars; . 
_ research, operational feasibility studies, and assessment; 
dis~emination of  information; 
all other measures that may promote the implementation of  the action plan against 
organised crime. 
It is  proposed,  subject 'o the  annual  budgetary  procedure,  to allocate  an 
indicative  amount  of ECU 10 million  for  the  programme  for  the  period 
1997  ..;.200 1, in accordance with the schedule in point 7.2 
(million ecus) 
1997  1998·  1999  2000  2001  TOTAL 
. -0.8  3.2'  2  2'  2  10 
In  view of the  link  between  this  programme -and the  action  plan  to  combat · 
organised crime,  it  was  considered  necessary  to  place  heavier  emphasis  on 
financing· operations to  be  carried out in  1998,  which  is  the year in which  the 
greater part of the  recommendations  are  to  be  implemented,  even if  they  will 
continue beyond the year. 
7.2  Breakdown by fields 
(million ecus) 
(current prices) 
Breakdown•  1997  1998  1999  2000  2001  Total 
Training  .0.1  0.5  0.3  0.3  0.3  1.5 
Operational projects  0.1  0.7  0.5  0.5.  0.5  2.3 
Courses and seminars  0.2  ·J.O.  0.6  0.6  0.6  3.0 
Research  0.1  0.6  0.3  0.3  0.3  1.6 
Dissemination of  information  0.2  -0.3  0.2  0.2  0.2  1.1 
Other operations  '  0.1·  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.5 
TOTAL  0.8  3.2  2.  2  2  10 
*  This  breakdown  is  indicative . and  does  not  preclude  readjustment  to  cover 
operations other than those provided for in the last indent of  point 7.1  above. 
- 17-7.3  Indicative schedule of.commitment/payment appropriations· 
(million ecus) 
Year'  1997  1998  2000  2001 
0.8  3.2  2  2 
1998  2.4  0.8 
1999  1.5  0.5  2 
2000  1.5  0.5  2 
0.4  .  2.8 .  2.3  2  2.1  0.4  10 
Ip.dicative amount for the period 1997-2001:  ECU.IO million · 
.  . 
8.  FRAUD PREVENTION MEASURES; RESULTS OF MEASURES TAKEN . 
~orri.mission departments  check  subsidies  or the  reception  of services, . preparatory, 
feasibility  or  assessment  studies  before  payment, .  bearing  in  mind  the  contractual 
obligations -and  principles  of economy  ·and  sound  financial  management.  Fraud -
.prevention  measures (inspection; presentation of reports,  etc.) are  included in  all  the 
agreements or contracts between the Commission and beneficiaries of  payments.' 
9.  ELEMENTS OF COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
9.1  Specific and quantified objectives; target popi,ilation 
In the context of the overall objective referred to in point4.1 the Commission will focus 
in particular on the following areas. 
In general, assisting with the  implementation of several recommendations .in the action 
plan to combat organised crime,  and also encouraging cooperation between the bodies 
responsible for the fight against organised crime, so  as to ensure tangible follow-up to 
measures initiated under the action plan but going beyond the timetable adopted in the 
report of the,'High Level  Group.  In  this  context  the  Falcqne  programme  must  be 
multi-disciplirl'ary and stress prevention and enforcement;  it must provide an impetus for 
political  guidelines,  the  legislative  process  and  practical  cooperation.  A  multi-
disciplinary approach is  especially important in .the  case of training activities,  courses, 
meetings  ~d  seminars to, enable the different categories of professionals _(see  below-
target population) to engage in mutual .exchanges of  information and experience. 
- 18-Two other important aspects of  the Falcone programme should be noted: 
besides encouraging policies and  legislative action in  the  fight against organised 
crime,  the  possibility  of supporting  coordinated  operational  actions  involving 
several Member States and several categories of  responsible persons; 
the  possibility  of carrying  out specific  studies  intended  to  implement  directly 
certain recommendations  in  the action plan,  formulate  legislative proposals,  or 
again to w()rk out operational pilot projects coming under the general objectives 
in point 4.1. 
Target population 
The  persons  responsible  for  the  fight  against  organised  crime  - judges,  public 
prosecutors,  police  and  customs  departments,  civil  S(!rvants  responsible  for  taxation, 
supervision  of financial  establishments  and  public  procurement  and  for  combating 
organised  crime,  fraud  and  corruption,  and  representatives  of the  professional  circles 
likely  to  be  involved  in implementing certain recommendations  in  the  action  plan  to 
combat organised crime. 
9.2  '  Grounds for the operation 
Cooperation between the ·Member States as defined in Title VI of  the Treaty, in which the 
Commission is fully· involved, covers the areas where the Member States consider they 
have a common interest, such as judicial and police _cooperation for the prevention· and 
.prosecution of forms of serious international crime.  In particular, cooperation between 
authorities in the Member States supplements the efforts of  these authorities in their own 
field of  competence. 
The speed of  information flows and the need to work in real time mean that need to have 
an  ever deeper knowledge of what their colleagues in other Member States are  doing. 
The  Falcone  programme  is  drawn  up  in  response  to  this  situation  and  is  totally  in 
conformity with the subsidiarity principle as  regards the separation of tasks  described 
above in the presentation of  the specific objectives of  the programme. 
More  specifically,  the  Falcone  programme  (point  9(1))  is  mainly  intended  to  help 
implement  and  follow-up  the  action  plan  to  combat  organised  crime  adopted  by  the 
Ams,terdam European Council. 
The procedures for the selection of  projects are based on two principles: 
respect for the structure of the programme as described in· Section II of the joint 
action, which requires  operations  to  be  repeated  regularly to  ensure  long-terin 
effectiveness and to develop a .multiplier effect in the Member States; 
observance of the criteria set out in ArtiCle  1  (2) of the joint action and the rules 
ensuring coherence of  the programme as set out in Article 10. 
9.3  Monitoring and evaluation of  the operation 
- 19-, -, 
Special  attention  will  be  given  to  evaluation  of the  programme;  an  evaluation  plan 
should be  formulated before the first  operations take place.  A significant share of the 
budget (5%) will be allocated to the evaluation  .  .  )  .  .  . 
~- :'· 
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..  ~'  . Two types of  indicators will be set up to measure progress towards the objectives: 
number of  trainee days organised in the Union, including seminars and 
exchanges; 
number of  trainee days organised in the Member States involving 
...  instructors trained by the Falcone programme and the teaching tools 
-~prepared under the programme. 
I' 
These  quantitative  indicators  will  be  supplemented ·by  m~r~ qualitative  indicators 
measuring the impact of training on staff (e.g. sampling (panel) method with assessment 
at successive intervals after training). 
Annual  reports will be supplemented by a more detailed report on educational aspects 
after the first three years of  the programme. 
10.  ~DMINISTRA  TIVE EXPENDITURE (PART A OF SECTION Ill OF THE BUDGET) 
The  necessary  human  resources  will  be  mobilised  in  the  annual  Commission 
decision on the allocation of resources, bearing in mind in particular the additional 
staff and amounts which will have been approved by the budgetary authority. 
10.1  Impact on the number of posts  . 
Type of  post  Staff to be assigned to  Including  Duration 
management of project 
Permanent  Temporary  Use of  current  Use of 
resources of  additional 
departments  resources6 
concerned 
Officials or  A  ,)  I  5 years 
temporary .staff  from 
B  l/2  l/2  January 
c  l/2  ' 
'•t  l/2  .  '  1998 
Other resources 
Total  2  2 
..  ~' 
Provided they are included in the 1998 budget allocated to the Secretariat  -General. 
- 21  -.) 
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10.2  Overall financial implications of addi'tional human resources 
(ecus) 
' 
Amounts  Method of  calculation 
Officials  .I 030 000  (103 000+2) i<  5 years 
Temporary staff 
Total  I 030 000 
\ 
,  ---
The amounts express the total cost of the additional posts for the entire duration 
of  the operation; 
10.3  Increa~e in other operational expenditure linked to the measure 
(ecus) 
Budget heading and No  - · Amounts_  ·  Method of  calculation  ., 
- -
( 
Al300  16650  M~ssions: officials/30 days 
'30 x ECU Ill  x 5 years. 
44700  -~ 
·-· 
Travel:  12 journeys/year x ECU 745.x 5 years 
A2510  156 315  ·Committee  provided  for  iri  Article  15: 
-.  - 15 persons x ECU 695 x 3 meetings x 5 years 
'· 
A250  60 000  Experys:  15  experts/days/year  ~ ECU 800  x 
'  5 years 
- -
- (organisation  of  3  annual  meetings  -with 
I  5 experts) 
Total  277 665 
- -
- The amounts correspond to the totai e~penditure  for~ the action:  the necessary resources . 
will be mobilised thfough redeployment of  existing resources.' 
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